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Evers beats Walker for governorship
W I S C O N S I N ’ S

L A R G E S T

A F R I C A N

A M E R I C A N

N E W S P A P E R

Mandela Barnes becomes state’s first Black lieutenant gov.•Kaul beats Schimel for state AG post•Baldwin holds on to senate seat
Compiled by MCJ Editorial Staff

The Scott Walker era is over!

Tony Evers and
Mandela Barnes
accept the
cheers of supporters during
the Election
Night watch party
at the Orpheum
Theater in
Madison, early
Wednesday
morning, one day
after the statewide elections.
—Photo courtesy
of WAOW.com

State Superintendent of Public Instruction Tony Evers is now governorelect of the state of Wisconsin,
defeating incumbent Gov. Scott Walker
Tuesday by 30,849 votes (1,324,648 to
1,293,799).

Evers’ victory means former state legislator Mandela
Barnes, who campaigned with Evers across the state, is
the first African American lieutenant governor in state
history.
Both Evers and Barnes were listed together on the ballot, as was Walker and Lt. Gov. Rebecca Kleefisch.
In another electoral surprise, federal prosecutor Josh
Kaul narrowly beat incumbent Atty. Gen. Brad Schimel
for the state’s top cop position. Kaul garnered 1,310, 300
total votes (50%) to Schimel’s 1,287,627 votes (49%).
Milwaukee again played a prominent role in Tuesday’s
general election and the wins of Evers, U.S. Senator
Tammy Baldwin, U.S. Cong. Gwen Moore, and three
other state-wide races.

Wisconsin
Black
Historical
Society/
Museum
celebrates
30 years of
highlighting
the state’s
Black
experience!

All of the candidates endorsed by the Community Journal last week won.
Of the 1,324,648 votes Evers received statewide,
167,560 (78%) came from the city. Walker received only
42,332 votes (19.75%). Baldwin received 175,617 city
votes (81%) to State Senator Leah Vukmir’s 38,406
(17.91%).
Moore garnered 168,971 Milwaukee votes (79%) to
her closest competitor for the Fourth Congressional District seat, Tim Rogers, who received 38,471 votes (18%).
Kaul also won the city, receiving 163,974 votes to
Schimel’s 42,987.
The state’s largest city was also was at the center of a
controversy over 47,000 absentee ballots weren’t counted
until early Wednesday. Absentee ballots can’t be counted
until the polls opened Tuesday, election day.
Here are the city’s absentee ballot totals:
• Scott Walker: 7,188
• Tony Evers: 38,674
• Leah Vukmir: 6:345
• Brad Schimel: 7,530
• Josh Kaul: 37,882
Baldwin was one of several U.S. senators in key national election contests to retain her seat, defeating Vuk(continued on page 9)

These candidates and the ones on page three won their races

Governor/Lt. Governor

Clayborn Benson (pictured above left), the founder of the
Wisconsin Black Historical Society/Museum (WBHSM)
presents the community’s “Paramount Chief” Reuben
Harpole (next to Benson) with a portrait and signage
that will designate the renaming of the WBHSM’s research library after him during the museum’s 30th
annual gala recently. The event was held in the historic Bernice Lindsey Hall of the WBHSM, located at
2620 W. Center St. The keynote speaker was Bill
Taylor, influential TMJ4 news anchor/reporter for 30
years from 1972-2002. At left is the museum’s new executive director, Jamila Benson, the founder’s daughter. They announced the succession during the gala. As
of now, the WBHSM is the only institution in the state in
the business of preserving African American History in
Wisconsin.—Photos by Yvonne Kemp

Ko-Thi celebrates the Fall

Ferne Caulker-Bronson (pictured inset at right) and the company she founded 50 years ago, The Ko-Thi Dance Company,
opened its anniversary season in grand style with a collaborative ballet celebrating a West African village’s harvest. The
ballet, “Ujima Suite’ (choreographed by Caulker-Bronson),
was performed during the company’s 2018 Fall concert
“Ujima” (which means collective work and responsibility). Also
performed was a premiere work by acclaimed master artist
M’Bemba Bangoura from Guinea, West Africa. There will be
more photos from both the Ko-Thi event and the Wisconsin Black
Historical Society anniversary gala in this week’s Weekend Edition!
The concert was performed at the UWM Zelazo Center/Bader Auditorium.—Photos by Yvonne Kemp
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MOREelection results on page THREE • National
elections results including the critical and historic
gubernatorial races in Floridaand Georgia!
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It’s a
Woman’s
World!

Photo courtesy of bougieblackblogger.com

It’s official! This past election has shown us that
women are more resilient than ever. Winning more
seats in congress, women have been elected in numbers higher in America’s history this 2018 midterm
election. What does this mean?
This means that women are gradually getting the
rights, recognition and privileges that we deserve.
Milestones like these, show our little girls that anything is possible.

There was a time when girls were looked at as incompetent. Compared to their counter partner,
women were not taken serious at all.
Currently, in the media, school boards and even
in politics, there is a wide spread of women-power
manifesting. Our daughters are seeing history be
made right in front of their eyes. Some of them are
even wondering if they can do the same thing. The
answer is yes!
If you take a look at our history and compare it to
what we see today, our women are setting achievable goals and examples of what it is to succeed in
‘a man’s world.’ Passed by Congress June 4, 1919,
and ratified on August 18, 1920, the 19th amendment granted women finally got the right to vote.
We finally got the right to use our voice. Now, we
are dominating in leadership. Vox reports that study
after study, it has been found that women raise more
policies related to women’s health and issues like
family leave compared to their male counterparts.
If ever your daughter is feeling overwhelmed or
they feel like they just can’t do it, point them in the
direction of self-education. Let them know that
young girls and women have come such a long way.
Our right to speak and be heard has allowed us to
excel in so many places. Whether it be in sports, politics or the work place, women have made their
mark and will continue to make a difference. It is
important to instill these capabilities in our girls
while they are young. The woman she will become,
will definitely be one force to reckon with!
Paishance Welch
2018 The Year of the Child

References:
Li Zhou. Vox News. “It’s official: a record-breaking
number of women have won seats in Congress”
Vox.com. https://www.vox.com/policy-andpolitics/2018/11/7/18024742/midterm-results-recordwomen-win. Web.
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(Totals were not listed in
the final vote tally.
Stubbs was running for a
Madison Assembly seat.)
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refuses to concede
hotly contested
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As of Wednesday morning, Georgia gubernatorial candidate Stacey
Abrams is still putting up a fight
against her opponent, Republican
Brian Kemp.
She was trailing Kemp 48 to 51
percent with 97 percent of precincts
reporting. However, she delivered a
powerful speech declaring she hasn’t
counted herself out of the hotly contested race.
“I want to say this: if I wasn’t your

first choice or if you made no choice
at all, you’re gonna have a chance to
do a do-over,” she said. “Votes remain to be counted, there are voices
that remain to be heard…We believe
our chance for a stronger Georgia is
within reach.”
The speech came shortly after
Abrams’ campaign manager told the
crowd at their watch party, “More
than 3.7 million Georgians have cast
a ballot which is 1.2 million more

20,243*
96.09%

State Senate

Tim Carpenter

36,874*
97.40%

Vote totals with asterisk next to them courtesy of the Milwaukee
County Election Commission. These candidates had no opponents.

Stacey Abrams

than 2014. The returns are coming in
slowly. Nearly all of the outstanding
votes that remain to be counted are
from Democratic strongholds. We
also know that there are tens of thousands of absentee ballots around the
state, many of them we believe are
Abrams voters and they have yet to
be counted as well.”
If the Georgia race is not decided,
it will head to a December run-off.
(continued on page 9)

RELIGION
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Correction!

True Foundation Missionary Baptist Church,
will hold its Fall Revival,
November 14, 15, 16 starting each night at 7 p.m.
The guest revival
speaker will be Minister
Neil Kelly.
Minister Gloria Dupar is
in charge of the revival.
True Foundation is pastored by Rev. Larry Singleton.
True Foundation MBC is
located at 2007 W. Hopkins St.

There was a robust voter turnout at Metropolitan Baptist Church Tuesday. Almost 400
individuals came to the church to vote. Though there was a shortage of staff to man
the poll location, Johnny L. Miller (pictured above) said those who came to work
showed a lot of heart and dedication to get the job done. He thanked those poll workers who helped voters exercise their right of freedom. Helping with the voting were
members of the Milwaukee Urban League (pictured below and at right above). Metropolitan is located on 13th and Burleigh Streets.
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FIRST
SUNDAY

The NEW MCJ Weekend
focus on the news and
views in Milwaukee’s
Faith-Based Community

Sunday has its
own newspaper

If you have news about your church
and its activities and outreach efforts,
we’d like for you to place it in “First
Sunday,” the new edition to the Weekend Edition that will appear in area
churches on or before the first Sunday
of each month. The information will
also appear on the religious page of
the MILWAUKEE COMMUNITY JOURNAL. This new focus joins the Weekend Edition focus family, and is part of
our restructured roster of focuses,
which includes: “Family Time,”
“Health & Wellness,” “In The Black”
(business and personal finance).
Below is the list of things we would
like you to include when sending us
your news! Email your event news to:
editorial@milwaukeecommunityjournal.com
We look forward to hearing from you
and putting your “good news” in the
Milwaukee Community Journal.

WHO: (The name of your church)
WHAT: (What religious or non-religious
event are you holding or sponsoring at your
church)
WHERE: (The location of your church [the
address])
WHEN: (Day, Date, and Time)
WHY: (Why is this event being held and the
person or group, in or outside the church,
who will benefit)

PERSPECTIVES
Yeah, I’m a Black Nationalist!
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK:

THE POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY OF BLACK NATIONALISM MEANS THAT THE BLACK MAN (AND WOMAN)
SHOULD CONTROL THE POLITICS AND THE POLITICIANS IN HIS (AND HERS) OWN COMMUNITY; NO
MORE!”—MALCOLM X

I VOTED!
I HOPE YOU Got a problem with that?
VOTED TOO!
By Patricia O’Flynn Pattillo, MCJ Publisher

One can understand how we, as a nation, have become almost cynical at election time. It seems the campaigns have become so hostile.
Civility, and even how the candidates stand on a lot of issues, have
taken to extremes, whether far Left or far Right.
Once upon a time, independent candidates truly dictated the outcome of elections. Not anymore! Now it’s opposite ends of the bell
curve…the “black and white” of an issue and where you stand on that
issue as a candidate that reigns supreme. The comfortable in-between
or “gray area” is not as massive or acceptable as it was in the past.
Of course, President Trump has stated openly (and no doubt with a
little ego thrown in for good measure: “In this election, you are voting
for ME.” As self-serving as that statement is, he is (believe it or not)
telling the truth. This 2018 Mid-term Election is a referendum of his
first two years in office and his agenda.
In Georgia (and in other parts of the nation), Trump’s “people” have
come out. Some came to the polls “strapped” (with guns at their hips),
their long beards resting against their chests, wearing red baseball
caps that state: “Make America Great Again!”
The irony with the regalia some of the voters’ wear tends to obscure
their “I Voted” stickers. And that sticker isn’t displayed as proudly as it
used to be. Now some of us hide it (instead of proudly displaying them
on Facebook) because there is so much rancor and cynicism and assumptions about who we voted for, not to mention the tendency to
stereotype the voter and his or her political motives.
Now we ALL want a democratic America, a democracy. We understand majority rule. We honor the Constitution of the United States
(though it still longs for true equity, as it was created with inequity by
the crafters in the beginning).
The Thirteenth Amendment gave freed slaves and their children citizenship in 1886, after 300 years of building, growing, and developing
this great country we call America.
We must also realize many other ethnic groups and indigenous people--Native Americans, Jews, Chinese, Italians, Japanese, and Irish
(now also Middle Easterners and Muslims)--who suffered unspeakable
atrocities until they were able to elevate themselves beyond poverty
status.
The color of our skin is the permanent marker, identifier, that keeps
far too many descendants of the aforementioned groups grappling with
prejudices and disparities that cripple rapid assimilation and elevation.
This we have not been able to eradicate. Yet we must.
The tension in the voting lines was palpable Tuesday. There were
no conversations, people came to vote! Minds were made up before
they entered the booths.
The issues are black or white, as were the people standing in line.
They either believe our country is moving in the right direction, or they
are appalled with the bravado of the Commander-in-Chief, the imbalance of power, income and lifestyle, and believe our democracy is at
risk, vulnerable to outside interference.
Some are determined to undermine the strengths that made the
United States of America a world power and leader. Not by any means
faultless, America is still striving and evolving in this consciously divisive era.
The hope in this election is that the gray--that bell in “the bell curve”-the Independents, will be aggressive voters today. We hope their insistence on voting their agendas, isolating what is important for them
and their families will win the day.
Is abortion more important than pre-existing disease care allowances? Abortions are small by comparison to pre-existent diseases
which can truly overwhelm a family and its finances!
Is “the wall” more important than the creation of new jobs for lowskilled individuals so that they and their families are earning a living
wage? Is being able to buy a home where you can afford, without fear
of discrimination, less important than sending your child to the school
you can afford?
Is protecting low income parents and children more important than
building a fortress in the stock market? Is protection under the law
dependent upon the neighborhood you live?
We can do better. We must do better. Did you vote Tuesday? If you
didn’t vote, you failed your voice, your community, your nation. I voted
Tuesday. Hope you did as well.
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I never made a secret of my being a Black Nationalist. But don’t get that confused with Donald Trump’s
declaration that he is a white one.

The Trumpster’s recent announcement was a clear signal that
he supports White supremacy. White Nationalists subscribe to
45IQ’s agenda to “Make American Great Again,” means when
Negroes knew their place, Hispanics were locked into secondclass citizenship and women popped out babies left and right,
and were silent.

In a nutshell, bring back apartheid!
Conversely, Black Nationalism is a philosophy of Black empowerment, prioritizing our community family—our village—over that of others, including political parties.
We’re not separatists, but we support Black institutions, village control of the institutions that impact our community, and Black economic
development through support of those institutions.
As such, I bank at Columbia Savings; I use a Black plumber, electrician and carpenter. I try to make sure my Black dollar (earned from this
Black business), touches three Black hands before it leaves our community.
Our agenda also means we support Black political candidates (unless
they follow a different agenda). And even then, we provide voice, because information and options equate to power, and an ill-informed community will make myopic decisions. Or worse yet, fall for the political
“Okie-Doke” in which we are pawns in a game we mistakenly think is
checkers.
That’s why we featured Black Republican candidate Tim Roberts on
the front page (above the fold, no less) in a recent edition. You may not
agree with his philosophy, but he’s a brother nonetheless.
And this newspaper gives voice to the voiceless. That’s why the Black
Press was created. We followed the motto of Russwurm and Cornish,
founders of the Black press who declared: “we wish to plead our own
cause…”
As such, we wouldn’t have a problem educating our family about the
six Black women running for congress as Republicans, or dozens running on little known Black independent party tickets. None have been
acknowledged by the major “silver rights organizations,” or White
media and thus Black folks are denied an opportunity to ascertain their
platforms or use it as leverage.
From a Black Nationalistic perspective, I look beyond labels and focus
entirely on who can empower our village, or at the very least, address
the issues of importance to us.
Being a Black Nationalist made it difficult for me to accept the status
quo in Tuesday’s elections.
Not because the two main candidates’ positions were not clearly defined. But because neither of them addressed issues of encompassing
importance to the Black community.
Both ignored the nation leading Black unemployment rate, or more
specifically poverty index. There are 10,000 Black households earning
less than $10,000 annually, meaning they must beg borrow or steal just
to survive. Thousands are one check away from “three hots and a cot.”
Nor did incumbent Scott Walker or governor-elect Tony Evers ever
mention racial profiling, the affordable housing crisis or the entrenchment of “educational apartheid” in Milwaukee.
Indeed, that latter issue provided me with a unique puzzle to sort out
as I headed to the polls yesterday, as neither candidate talked about the
most crucial issue facing Black Milwaukee: educational apartheid.
Black Nationalists fought for school choice, an empowering apparatus
created by low-income Black and Hispanic parents to provide options
to failing government schools.
Led by the late Black Nationalist Annette Polly Williams, the school
choice crusade was intended to provide poor “minorities” the same options that Barack Obama (and most of those who oppose it for the poor)
made for his children.
While Walker and Evers tried to convince voters that they were both
the educational czar, and both noted outstate Wisconsin’s ranking on the

Love &
Respect

Often, love and respect becomes confusing and I am confronted with both daily. I grew up searching for the love of two
parents that couldn’t return, so I ignored the love that was offered by everyone else.
At times, I felt like I wasn’t getting enough love that a child
deserved, so I constantly rebelled, but doing that didn’t make
my situation any better.
Then, as I got older, I grew to find that many of the people
around me didn’t truly understand how to deal with a child so
mentally scarred like I had become. I realized that they had no
interest in helping someone else’s child.
Today, I remember like yesterday. I won’t forget, but I have
forgiving most. I sit in groups and speak with youth and adults
to learned that forgiveness is easier for some than it is for others.
Many have learned to block the pain for acceptance and acknowledgement, because they think that they are not whole or

SIGNIFYIN’

By Mikel Kwaku Oshi Holt

national education scale, neither talked about the crisis in Milwaukee,
where a 48% drop out rate for Black children originates from the lowest
fourth and eighth grade reading proficiency rates in the United or Confederate States of America.
Walker did support school choice, but his policies ignored the plight
of those Black students who were left behind or attended ineffective
schools or private schools accepting scholarships to the MPCP.
And Evers? He was head of the state department of Public Instruction
for eight years, and in general, the plight of those attending government
schools worsened, even as he expressed opposition to alternatives or reforms.
And I don’t see that changing with his election as governor. Indeed,
he declared he would reverse Walker policies and empower the teachers’
union (which has blocked every reform that would improve the quality
of education, while blaming the children for their failures), and terminate
school choice.
That means 40,000 children will be denied the same options a majority
of teachers enjoy—and utilize.
According to one national study, Milwaukee has the highest percentage of public-school teachers who send their children to private schools.
Yet, they fight for our children to seek options.
Indeed, only the blind can’t see that opposition to school choice is not
about the welfare of Black children, but instead controlling resources
and the viability of MPS employment. Forcing the 40,000 children in
private, charter and virtual schools to attend government schools will
ensure jobs, which another study revealed is the 13th highest in the
country. But are the results that high for Black children? How about the
13th lowest.
I was privy to a meeting recently of Black clergy who raised the question of the future inability of school choice under Evers’ leadership.
Many of the so-called choice sectarian schools are run by Black
churches, providing students with not only a cultural foundation, but a
value—God inspired—curriculum. Their schools provide not only education, but employment opportunities for thousands, safe havens for
children, and an economic boon unequalled by any initiative in the state.
But the union hates them not only because they tout that BS about
separation of church and state (the church was the first “public school”
and the Bible was the first “text book” used in most government
schools), but more so because they don’t know that the Fugitive Slave
Act was rescinded.
We need to be truthful about what this debate is really about.
It’s not as much about the welfare of children as it is about dollars and
“uncommon” sense.
If Black parents controlled the finances or had the wherewithal, most
would exercise their options outside of the “educracy.” They would
choose Messmer or Milwaukee Collegiate Academy or CTK over all
but a few MPS schools.
Indeed, it speaks volumes that a recently released analyst by MPS
showed less than 5% of North Division’s student population chose to
attend there. Why? Because North is the worse school south of the
Mason Dixon Line, which lynching victim and the late Black Holocaust
Museum founder James Cameron once explained starts at the Canadian
border.
Indeed, if this ongoing civil rights battle was truly about what’s best
for poor and po’ Hue-man children—underachievement and misedu-

URBAN MY
DIALOGUE

(continued on page 9)

By Torre “ToeJoe” Johnson

complete without certain individuals in their lives. They learn
to mask the abuse and actually use the need for love and respect from the abuser as an excuse.
Letting those that caused the trauma off the hook can be a
life sentence, even though it may be used as a defense whenever needed.
Love and respect must be earned, not just freely given. They
both must be authentic and pure. Never again, will I ever avoid
love or respect offered by others because of the absence of the
people I think should be sharing theirs with me.
Also, I’ll never let it be the reason I don’t move forward. Respect and love are emotions and an action that many take advantage of… WOW!
Torre m Johnson Sr.
XMEN UNITED LLC
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OPEN LETTER TO OUR READERS

Milwaukee Community Journal is an actual brick and mortar
building, not just an online entity. I was downstairs reviewing
our equipment in the storage office and it's like visiting a museum. Old relics, equipment, computers, software and past editions illuminate 42 years journaling the history of change.
Since our origin in ‘76, we've moved with our audience. Today
our readers are predominantly millennials, 18-40 years of age,
shakers and movers, the buyers! They are buying homes, cars,
raising families. They are eating “fresh,” active in politics, exercising and partying. Our readers find us in print, with our twiceweekly editions in tenured retail outlets, churches and selective
distribution spots. But they also read us online at milwaukeecommunityjournal.com We’re in this to win this! We're dynamic....crisp clear....interactive...and to be honest - exploding
with information that you want to read! We're perfect for new
and established advertisers! We want more local interaction and
community written articles. We want to offer more millennial access to a proven community source. This is who we are, but
one thing is still deep on our hearts, and that is you’ve got to
join our team.
You're the community part of the Milwaukee community journal. Let's build together!-- Speech Thomas,
The Milwaukee Community Journal, Wisconsin’s Largest
African-American Newspaper.

Maxine Waters taking over Finance Committee is
Trump’s worst nightmare and a dream come true for us
The Milwaukee Community Journal November 7, 2018 Page 8

By Kia Morgan-Smith, courtesy of TheGrio.com

Cong. Maxine Waters

The reckoning is
on its way!

After calling Rep. Maxine
Waters all kinds of dumb,
don’t expect our favorite
auntie to take her time
launching an investigation
into President Donald
Trump’s finances when she
becomes chair of the House
Financial Services Committee now that the Dems rule
the House of Representatives.
The venerable California Democrat who won yet another
congressional term, is one of
the strongest critics of Trump,
has battled with the President
and endured insult after insult
since he Trump took office.
From referring to Waters as
having a low-IQ to calling her
crazy and corrupt, Trump has
been non-stop in his verbal assaults against Waters, dishing
out disrespect almost daily.
And now the chickens are
now coming home to roost and
surely Waters is strapping up

her boots and gearing up to put
the petty President in check.
As Chairwoman, Waters now
has the power to subpoena
Trump’s tax returns and delve
into the long-standing mystery
of what he’s hiding.
Trump broke with tradition
and refused to release his tax
transcript when running for
President.
Trump recently issued a
nasty threat Waters way on
June 25 when he said she
“called for harm” to his supporters.
He fired back saying, “be
careful what you wish for
Max!”
Waters was the target of vicious death threats on her life
after Trump targeted her online
following her speech to supporters earlier this year urging
them to confront members of

his administration over his
racist policies.
The fiery congressman
launched a scorching clapback
against Trump saying to anyone making threats: “if you

shoot me you better shoot
straight.”
Waters said she was reclaiming her time, and we’re sure
she won’t waste a minute taking Trump to task!

Abrams refuses to
concede in Georgia

(continued from page 3)
However, farther south in Florida, Tallahassee mayor
Andrew Gillum conceded defeat in an even closer race
against Ron DeSantis, losing 4,052,118 to 3,996,679 —
or just seven percentage points.
“I sincerely regret that I couldn’t bring it home for
you,” said an emotional Gillum. “But I can guarantee you

this. I’m not going anywhere. We’re going to keep fighting. We’re going to keep working.”
In Maryland, former NAACP head Ben Jealous lost his
bid for the governorship there, giving Republican incumbent Larry Hogan his second term in the largely Democratic voting state.
Finally, a black Republican candidate is trying to hold
on in Utah. Rep. Mia Love was seeking to fend off challenger Ben McAdams, Salt Lake County mayor, but ballots may take days to be counted and McAdams was
leading 51.4 to 48.6 percent, according to the Salt Lake
Tribune.

“Marijuana was
Candidates endorsed by
the Milwaukee Community on the Tuesday
ballot…and it
Journal win their races

(continued from front page)
mir. The incumbent senator won by
288,843 votes (1,471,904 total to
1,183,061).
Doug LaFollette retained his position as Secretary of State (1,380,202
votes-53%), defeating Jay Schroeder
(1,233,404-47%). Sarah Godlewski
will be the new state treasurer, defeating Travis Hartwig. She collected
1,323,586 votes (51%). Hartwig received 1,215,553 (47%).
Aside from the four major candidates the Community Journal endorsed last week (Evers, Barnes,
Moore and Baldwin), the other 16
candidates the newspaper endorsed
won:
State Assembly
District 8-JoCasta Zamarrippa
District 9-Marisabel Cabrera
District 10-David Bowen
District 11-Jason Fields
District 12-LaKeshia Myers
District 16-Kalan Haywood
District 17-David Crowley
District 18-Evan Goyke
District 19-Jonathan Brostoff
District 20-Christine Sinicki
State Senate
Tim Carpenter
With the exception of Zamarrippa
(who was challenged by Angel
Sanchez), the majority of the aforementioned state legislative candidates (all incumbents except
Haywood and Myers) won uncontested races.
In city and county elections, former county board supervisor and
state lawmaker Nikiya Dodd won her
race for Alderperson of the fifth aldermanic district, defeating Matthew

Elder. Dodd received 9,785 votes
(68%); Elder got 4,625 votes (32%).
Earnell Lucas, a former Milwaukee Police captain and head of security for Major League Baseball, won
his uncontested race for Milwaukee
County Sheriff, replacing the controversial former Sheriff David Clarke.
Marijuana was on the Tuesday ballot…and it won…six times A majority of voters in six state counties,
including Milwaukee County said
yes to legalizing adult use of marijuana.
Seventy percent of Milwaukee
County voters favored the measure
with 30% of voters rejecting the
change in state law. The other counties that approved advisory referendums to change the law on Pot were
Dane, Eau Claire, La Crosse, Racine
and Rock.
A total 2,671,347 state votes were
cast.

won…six times
A majority of
voters in six
state counties,
including Milwaukee County
said yes to
legalizing
adult use of
marijuana.”

A) CHILDREN WHO LEARN TO READ AND LOVE BOOKS
ARE QUICK LEARNERS.
B) CHILDREN WHO ARE READ TO BY THEIR PARENTS
GROW UP LOVING BOOKS.
C) BOOKS OPEN DOORS TO ADVENTURE AND TRAVEL
AND COMPASSION AND KNOWLEDGE.
NOW IS A PERFECT TIME TO READ! COME GET A FREE BOOK.
TO READ TO YOUR CHILD OR LET YOUR CHILD READ TO YOU.
READING IS FUN, READING IS FUNDAMENTAL,
EARLY READERS DO BETTER IN PRE-K
COME GET YOUR FREE BOOK."

ONE BOOK PER CHILD...ONE BOOK, PER CHILD, PER PARENT.
YOU MUST SIGN IN, AND YOU MUST PLEDGE TO
READ THE CHRISTMAS FAMILY BOOK.

Drop by the MCJ Office...3612 N. King Dr. Sign in: Name, address and age of the
child. Sign the thank you board...so we can thank our family for their kindness. Most of
the books are early childhood education books but there are also books for older ages.
SO READ, READ, READ...

“READ”

Th Reading Initiative is a Project of
2018 THE YEAR OF THE CHILD.

Empowering our children through reading, counting, identifying shapes, coloring, and
sharing with parents, siblings, and friends. Thank you Milwaukee. We have had over
1,500 books available over the summer. If your church or club would like to have
books, write us, sign up and we shall make every effort to distribute the books so they
benefit the children!

"2018: THE YEAR OF THE CHILD: A GAME CHANGER”
IN EMPOWERING CHILDREN
THANK YOU MILWAUKEE.
CHILDREN MATTER.

Yeah, I’m a Black Nationalist!
Got a problem with that?
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(continued from page 5)
cated—the union would have embraced and supported the “school choice” proposal when it was first
introduced by Milwaukee Public Schools Superintendent Robert Peterkin who sought a public/private
partnership back in 1988.
Peterkin, who was run out of town by the union,
made the mistake of acknowledging community
schools like Harambee and Urban Day were educating “Hue-man”-children when MPS could—or
would—not.
Polly Williams, herself a declared Black Nationalist, interceded when the union sabotaged Peterkin’s
attempt, and supported by an impressive coalition of
minority parents and activists, marched the MPCP
bill though the legislative minefields where it was
signed into law by the only Republican governor,
Tommy Thompson to get over 40% of the Black vote.
Some of you (anti-choice folks) are tired of hearing
me go off about school choice, Black empowerment
and our being taken for granted by the party that ignores our loyalty to placate another special interest—
the teachers union. So be it.
But I hope you can at least see clearly enough to
realize we’re just pawns, whose agendas are always
put on the back burner.
According to the union’s social media, Evers will
restore (whatever that means) union influence and

start an initiative to kill school choice.
That’s good for the union members, but where will
it leave the thousands of Black children who attend
the successful private schools. What will that mean
for Black parents who chose what they consider safe
environments, schools that are grounded in religious
values (it’s about prayer vs. preyed) or with cultural
foundations that catapult our students to greatness.
I support several of Evers’ initiatives including reducing prison “enrollment” (Wisconsin has the highest Black male prison rate in the country), raising the
minimum wage, and more money for education (I
have always supported public schools, where most of
our children attend, but I don’t support the educracy
and decry what is obviously a system of apartheid
that leaves most—MOST—of our children undereducated and feeding disenfranchisement and criminality).
But unlike far too many African Americans, I put
our people’s interest before that of any other special
interest, political party or economic system.
Moreover, I’m a Black Nationalist, which means I
am preparing myself for what the future will bring.
Whether the new administration will follow the philosophy of the two President Johnsons who led this
country—L.B. or Andrew.
Hotep.
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